Couples League Rules and Events for Monday June 19th
Monday couples league is a two person scramble. A scramble meaning both players tee oﬀ and you
choose the be翼er of the two shots that you want to play and then both hit from that chosen spot. You
conӤnue that format unӤl the ball is holed out and you record 1 team score. There are a few rules that
must be followed and strategy used.
1‐ You must use each players drive at least 4 Ӥmes.
2‐ You cannot use the males shot more than 2 consecuӤve hits.
3‐ You can move the ball 1 club‐length from where it lies. However, the ball cannot be moved closer to
the hole and it must remain in the some type of lie it was found. For instance, if the ball is in the rough it
must stay in the rough, you cannot take one club length to shorter grass.

Today’s Game is A PINK BALL CHALLENGE. Play your round by league rules and turn in your card at
the end. However, each player on the team must use the pink ball for the hole then the other player
uses it on the next hole. When your done sign and return your ball to the Pro Shop if you’re lucky
enough to have it. Then we will pick two winners from the balls returned.
Two Weeks Ago Winners, Last Week Rained Out
#4 Longest Putt Free Drink Not put out will be added to this week
#8 Closest to the creek not in Free Drink Not put out will be added to this week
1st Place $20/team Hank and Alison
2nd Place $10/team Greg and Judy Tate
This Weeks Hole Events
#1 Longest Putt
#2 Closest to green not on in fairway
#4 Closest to pin with any shot off green
#6 Longest Putt
#8 Shortest DriveIn Fairway
#9 Longest Putt

